Knight Frank: Empowering real estate
consultants on the move
For one of the largest independent real estate consultancies
in the world, we developed an iOS mobile app, to help
consultants provide the highest standards of customer
service when working away from the office.

PGS Software has developed a hugely complex and functional iOS app for our
business and made technical tasks others struggle with seem simple.
Andrew Radwell
Partner - IT Department

BUSINESS NEED
Knight Frank was undertaking a major digital transformation of its complex internal application portfolio, supporting property
transactions and client relationship management. Knight Frank had created a functionality-rich website application, but in order to
provide the highest standards of customer service, wherever its consultants are, Knight Frank chose to implement a mobile app, so
consultants could access the most important information and complete the most urgent tasks whilst on the move. Knight Frank also
wanted to provide the best tools to support its consultants and to obtain an advantage over its competitors.

THE SOLUTION
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The Knight Frank “hub” app meets this need. Now, real estate consultants
can access their client and property database, securely, from their iOS
mobile device, wherever they are.
They can access contacts, properties and requirements; book market
appraisals and viewings; record offers and so much more, without the
need to exchange emails or visit the office – which saves time and helps
provides the highest standards of service to Knight Frank’s customers.
But we didn’t just stop there. Instead of just developing a mobile app, we
created an interactive assistant that would transform the daily work of
real estate consultants, by allowing notes to be dictated and calls to be
made using Siri.

To make sure the mobile app and website application were compatible, we also collaborated with multiple supplier teams to create
a contract testing framework, to ensure the highest level of reliability for the app across concurrent development streams.

MAIN FEATURES

—

Secure access to all customer, property and property
requirement details

—

Calendar access, with click-through to contact details

—

The ability to book property market appraisals

—

The ability to book property viewings

—

The ability to access property viewing details

—

The ability to record offers for properties

—

Functionality to add notes, including when offline

—

The ability to record property viewing feedback

—

Siri-enabled contact calling

—

Biometric secondary authentication

THE RESULT

Currently, the app is available for thousands of Knight Frank consultants and is used by hundreds of Knight Frank consultants every
month, to help provide the highest level of service to Knight Frank’s customers.

DESIGN: UX, UI
PROJECT TIME: 16 MONTHS
FRONTEND: NATIVE IOS, SWIFT 4 & 5

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

Knight Frank is one of the largest independent real estate consultancies in the world. Established in 1896 in London, it now has 488
offices in 57 territories.

ABOUT PGS SOFTWARE
We support customers worldwide with tailor-made IT solutions. We offer expertise and services in cloud development, design and
data science – including business analysis, optical and UX/UI design and quality assurance.
This case study has been produced by PGS Software. Knight Frank LLP is not in partnership with PGS Software and any third party is
responsible for making their own enquiries to ensure the quality and services provided by PGS Software meet their needs. Knight Frank
accepts no liability or indemnity for any services provided by PGS Software to any third party.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR SERVICES:
PLEASE CALL US AT +48 71 7982692 OR VISIT WWW.PGS-SOFT.COM

